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Question: A 2010 Jaguar XF we look
after is in for service and the customer

is complaining that the vehicle has a

rattling noise coming from the LH

front wheel area, when the steering is

on full lock. We have heard the

rattling noise but cannot find the

source of the noise. Has this rattling

noise been reported by other XF

owners?

Answer: Yes, the fault you
describe has been reported before on

XF models with 2.0 petrol engines. The cause

of the rattling noise is due to contact

between the fuel feed pipe and the LH front

wheel arch lining. Locate the fuel pipes

behind the LH wheel arch lining. Re-route the

plastic fuel pipe behind the braided fuel pipe

Fig.1.1 & Fig.1.2. Fit clip to retain the fuel

pipe in the new position Fig.1.3. Refit the LH

wheel arch lining. Ensure suitable clearance

between fuel pipe and wheel arch lining.

Carry out road test to ensure noise has been

eliminated.

OE component specialist Schaeffler,

is urging garages to take care with

product choice and correct fitting

procedures, in order to offer the very

best service when it comes to bearing

replacement. 

Schaeffler works in partnership

with vehicle manufacturers in the

development and stringent testing of its FAG

bearings. This means it can take two to five years for a

new bearing to be perfected, approved and fitted as

original equipment (OE). 

Schaeffler says that garages who cut corners on

bearing quality, are not only jeopardising the

reputation of their workshop, but they are also

creating safety risks. OE wheel bearings are also

designed and manufactured to stringent VM

tolerances and bearings that do not meet these

parameters, can add additional stresses to other

components, which make-up the corner assembly,

creating a dangerous scenario.

Once the right product choice is made, correct

fitting is vital. These precision parts have a tolerance

specification as low as eight microns (a human hair is

50!), so avoiding contamination is vital.

Schaeffler also points that when fitting, the

Gen.2.1 sub-designs of bearing need special

attention. They require a specific installation

procedure where the bearing must be pressed into the

hub using a special tool which applies force to the

outer race only. Any force applied to the inner race

during this process can cause damage leading to

bearing failure. The special tool clamps also correctly

align and fix the bearing snap-ring into the hub,

which is essential in ensuring an accurate installation.

If the snap ring doesn’t ‘click’ into place in the hub

recess, the bearing will slowly work its way out,

eventually fouling against the CV joint.

It’s also important that technicians take extra

care when installing bearings with ‘active sensor’

rings; which must be protected from damage, as the

sensitive magnetic ‘teeth’ are responsible for providing

the data for many safety-critical systems. Technicians

should avoid laying the bearing on a workshop bench

with the encoder face down, which may contaminate

or damage it.

Schaeffler also points out that issues with

bearings can often be down to driving habits. Failure

to avoid potholes, driving up kerbs and speed humps

can all add stress to bearings and although all FAG

wheel bearings undergo rigorous mud and slurry

tests, no bearing can withstand contamination from

deep flood water. Technicians should therefore warn

their customers about these potential pitfalls.

For more information visit the REPXPERT
garage portal – www.repxpert.co.uk.

Why original bearings produce the best
replacement job 

Jaguar XF: Vibration from LH front of
vehicle when steering on full lock

Air Suspension Ireland continues to help

garages unlock new repair opportunities,

with its expanding range of air suspension

components. The Dublin based business offers

these at very competitive prices, meaning that a

garage can carry out an air suspension repair,

which is much more affordable to a motorist

than retuning to the vehicle dealer.  

The Air Suspension Ireland range covers

all makes and models, with special expertise on

Audi, BMW, Land Rover, Mercedes and VW.

The range features replacement compressors,

air bags, air struts, valves and ride height

sensors. All parts supplied are brand new high

quality aftermarket alternatives to the OE

components, offering long service life with first

class performance and are supplied with a full

warranty. The company says use of these

economical parts by independent garages,

allows them to tackle air suspension repair jobs

with confidence and keep costs down for their

customers.

The poor state of many Irish roads is

compounded in winter and this can mean a

sharp rise in air suspension system faults and

damage. Air Suspension Ireland can meet this

demand with a wide range of quality

replacement products and the support of a

local team, with expert knowledge of this

specialist sector. It also offers nationwide

deliveries on a 24 or 48 hr basis.

Air Suspension Ireland is based at 2c
Avonbeg Industrial Estate, Long Mile Road,
Dublin D12. For more information call 
089-605-7423 or email
parts@airsuspensionireland.ie.

Air Suspension
Ireland increases
specialist parts
offering




